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In the recent Guardian article entitled, Government Takes Action on Open
Technology,1 OpenForumEurope (OFE) president Graham Taylor revels in the UK
Government's issuance of a January 2011 Procurement Policy Note that effectively
reinstated, at least for the UK, the initial version of the European Interoperability
Framework (EIFv1.0), despite its having been roundly rejected by the European
Commission and Council of the European Union during December 2010 in favor of
technology and business model neutrality.
OFE's IGOR
In alleging that the UK action had "shamed some other European countries", Mr. Taylor,
however, shamelessly misrepresented how the UK Government hadn't been "open to
lobbying pressure". This is a quite remarkable claim given the New York Times' revelation
reported last year that the Brussels-based OFE has long served as a "lobbying
front"/mask for U.S.-based industry members IBM, Google, Oracle and Red Hat - a/k/a/
'IGOR' – which quietly but unsuccessfully endeavored to shape the European
Commission's EIF project to suit their own interests. It rings all the more hollow
considering the OFE's effective lobbying thereafter of the UK coalition government which
was reported to have quickly warmed to its FOSS-centric ideas.2 Indeed, given the size
of the UK government procurement market (£16.9bn spend) and its growing influence
over private market behavior, it is no wonder that OFE's IGOR had worked diligently
under cover of night within the UK Government's policy laboratory to align the parties'
respective interests for purposes of ensuring that the UK government openly endorsed
and expressed a clear preference for royalty-free open source softwarebasedeGovernment platforms.
Mr. McCluggage's Baggage and the Call for 'Help'

Perhaps feeling vulnerable from the bright spotlight shone upon it by New York Times
investigatory reporting, OFE's IGOR has continued to speak from the shadow behind the
British Government's deputy chief information officer, Mr. Bill McCluggage. 3 Mr.
McCluggage's ostensible role in OFE's campaign is to warn 'citizens' of the public policy
dangers accompanying the UK Government's continued liaison with proprietary software
vendors and to justify the UK Government's 'call for action'. Yet, he fails to identify the
'citizens' whose interests the government has in mind. Are they the men and women on
the street – i.e., the UK 'user' and taxpayer communities', or the men and women
operating UK-based SME software companies (many of which develop proprietary rather
than or in addition to open source software products and interfaces?). Or, are they the
men and women managing OFE's very large IGOR member companies? Similarly, Mr.
McCluggage's justifications for government intervention are equally broad and obtuse:
"[I]f the customer wants something then they have a choice"; 4 "The government...is
involving the citizen – opening up the data and getting the widest possible input"; "This
would clearly ensure a level playing field for open source software"; 5 "[T]he driver for me
at the moment [is] to reduce the cost structure of information and communications
technology in central government, while supporting technologies which
increase citizen involvement, transparency and localization..." 6
Notwithstanding these exhortations, readers and observers, in the end, are all but left with
the less-than-serious impression that the UK Government has been called upon to protect
its enfeebled citizenry from the menacing advance and the evil hand of the proprietary IT
procurement industry – the big bad proprietary software bullies and their smaller certified
application developer accomplices – by imposing interoperability mandates on
government agencies that require the deployment of FOSS-compatible 'open standards'
"wherever possible...made irrevocably available on a royalty-free basis".
Another Questionable 'Reinventing Government' Program or a Trade War in the Making?
Eventually, Mr. McCluggage does get to the point; he claims that the UK government
seeks not only to ensure citizen choice and to prevent feared vendor lock-in, but also
aims to preserve scarce UK taxpayer resources. If it is true that Chancellor George
Osborne's announcement of planned cutbacks in UK Government public spending will be
dependent in part on bald "pledges to save £95m from IT budgets...a freeze on new IT
projects worth more than £1m [i.e., "infrastructure spend controls"]...an increase [in] the
involvement of [British small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)] in [government] IT
projects, and [the]...broaden[ed] use of open-source software",7 however, then British
citizens may expect to receive far more than the UK Government is able to deliver – which
appears to be either the equivalent of Al Gore's failed 'reinventing government'
program8 or another nascent European and/or international trade war.
While the UK Government's IT procurement program may be due for some refinements,
as some commentators have recommended,9 and government 'skunk-works' may
potentially drive some major SME projects as other commentators have suggested, 10 at
least one recent study has concluded that the UK coalition government's goal of delivering
substantial taxpayer savings by pushing open source software on industry for all

government IT projects, by splitting IT projects into smaller components more easily
digestible by SMEs directly11 and/or indirectly through integrators,12 and by eventually
placing up to 25% of government IT projects with SMEs, may likely prove fleeting if not
impossible to achieve in the short term.13 According to the study's authors, there are
various significant barriers to immediate SME uptake of government IT projects, including,
but not limited to: the "perceived risk of SMEs, [the high cost and] complexity of UK
interpretations of EU procurement rules [and the disinclination and inability of financially
and human resource-challenged SMEs to satisfy such rules], self-interest from
gatekeepers to preserve lucrative status quos and an underlying belief that big is safe." 14
In addition, possible "changes to EU procurement legislation [may also be] require[d]" 15 to
ensure alignment between other EU Member States' interests and those of the UK
coalition government (of which recent activities undertaken in Portugal are apparently a
prime example),16 and also to overcome any regional EU subsidiarity and disguised trade
protectionism concerns that might exist.17 And, notwithstanding the EU Commission's
recent launch of an inspired Future Internet PPP ('FI-PPP'),18 were such changes to
British Government procurement rules actually to be made, said government would then
also need to address any extra-European international trade tensions that are likely to
arise as the result of that action,19 including within the context of the 'special relationship'.
The UK Should Not Overlook Dutch FOSS IT Procurement 'Lessons Learned'
Lastly, in gushing that "It will be for other governments to follow the UK's lead and develop
their own practical procurement processes and frameworks", Mr. Graham gives due
deference to the Netherlands as being one of only two EU Member States (Belgium being
the other20) that "are already there."21 In so doing, he indirectly refers to the Dutch
Government's Open Standards and Open Source Software (OSOSS) Program 22 which,
by 2007, had evolved into an affirmative procurement preference action plan that strongly
urged all Dutch federal ministries and subsidiary government bodies to use open-source
software based on open standards wherever possible in a national as well as "in a
European context – [i.e.,] both, in preparing European policy and in introducing
specifications for EU Commission eGovernment awards."23 Is this what the OFE
president now has in mind for the UK?
If so, it is highly recommended that both he and the UK Cabinet, before proceeding any
further, prudently review and digest the 'lessons learned' by the Netherlands Court of
Audit.24 At the request of the Dutch House of Representatives, the Audit Court
investigated during 2010 "whether the phasing out of closed standards and the
introduction of open source software would improve the operation of market forces and
save costs for the government."25 The Audit Court released the results of its investigation
on March 15, 2011, in a report entitled,Open Standards and Open Source
Software in Government26 The report "concluded amongst other things that the potential
savings the government could [realize] by making more use of open source software were
limited", and that the "switch to open source software...does not necessarily... lead to cost
savings" at all.27 The Audit Court reasoned that although there are
no licensing or acquisition fees generally associated with open source software, there

are, nevertheless, other not insignificant and accumulative fees, such as those relating to
software implementation, management updates and maintenance, that governments
must incur to ensure the smooth and uninterrupted operation of open source
eGovernment IT systems. Moreover, in some other instances, the switch to open source
software may even lead to "destruction of capital because the kingdom has many current
license agreements."28
The Bottom Line
The Dutch Audit Court has spoken and has issued a carefully worded warning that should
not go unheeded. The UK coalition government should take note that the procurement of
open source software buys neither governments nor taxpayers a cost- and indigestionfree lunch.29
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The content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. Specialist
advice should be sought about your specific circumstances.

